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“Jump racing will appeal to anyone that has a love 
of horses and a spirit of adventure; and the most 
satisfying way to take part in the action is to fol-
low the fortunes of your very own racehorse. 

Here at Thorndale Farm, in our stunning Cotswolds sur-
roundings, you and your horse will benefit from brand new 
training facilities as well as a friendly and dedicated team.”

Kim Bailey has trained nearly 1000 winners and 
is lucky enough to have achieved the magical “Big 
Three”, The Grand National (Mr Frisk, 1990), 
The Cheltenham Gold Cup (Master Oats, 1995) 
and The Champion Hurdle (Alderbrook, 1995).

For the last five months I have been documenting life 
at Kim Bailey Racing. Whilst the horses have been 
a prominent feature of my attention I have focused 
mainly on the incredible team of people behind the 
success stories of the horses. Be it Kim himself or the 
stable hands, everyone has a role to play at the highest 
standard possible in order to produce the best results. 
Behind the exhilarating cheers and adrenaline of race 
day there are months of long hours in every weather 
conditions, numb fingers, tired eyes and hard work. 

But above all there’s a side that I have been privileged to 
witness, there’s a family, a friendship and a brotherhood 
that in my opinion is the back bone of the winning horse 
on race day. The numerous stories I have been told (that 
shall not be included in this book!) all demonstrate that 
behind the gruelling work there is a bond between all in-
volved in a racing yard. It’s an adventure; it’s a way of life.
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“You could work in racing your whole life and not feel like you’ve ever had a proper job.”







“There’s always more pressure when the owners 
are watching. You have to make their horse look 

better, you want to impress them.”











“The Board, your Bible. If it’s down on the board you do it!”





“It’s a good crack, lot’s of banter! Usually watching some repeats of Jeremy Kyle!”



“The formidable fish bowl”



A visual Curriculum Vitae. Photos of Kim’s big winners and his achievements fill his 
office wall with memories.









“At the end of the day you’re there to do a job. We’re paid from the shoulders down, 
paid to work not think. ”



Kim’s son Archie and his pony Ruby stay out of the way together.





“There’s a very high labour turnover in racing. Same shadow, different person every year”





“It’s hard work, but the good days in racing, they put you above the clouds.”





With thanks to Kim Bailey and everyone at Kim Bailey Racing.
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